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The Bass Rock is a nature phanomenon situated near North Berwick on the East Coast of Southern Scotland. It
is home to over 150,000 gannets, making it one of the Wildlife Wonders of the World.

Portobello Beach is just a cycle ride away from Edinburgh City Centre. It is a lovely sandy beach and a beautiful
calm space for barefoot walks.

I found this Higland Coo youngster on the Isle of Mull, where they just roam around freely. The South of Mull is
remote and wild and utterly beautiful.

North Berwick Law towers over a rapeseed field in full bloom. The Law is an easy climb with a beautiful view
over the East coast of Scotland.

The cherry trees in the Edinburgh Meadows blossom in spring, creating a special and magnificent atmosphere
in this city centre park. I counted 144 of those lovely trees, all flowering at the same time.

A herring Seagulls flies over the little coastal town of Dunbar. Herring gulls are common in Scotland but are
actually protected birds and they might steal your chips.

This very typical Scottish island scene was taken from the Isle of Staffa looking towards Ulva Island. There is no
more beautiful place in the world than the Scottish Hebrides.

Belhaven Beach is located in East Lothian and is so vast that you can walk along for hours. The Bass Rock is
visible from here and the beach is part of the lovely John Muir walk.

This sheep was laughing at me in the Pentlands, a hill range near the Capital. It is a perfect rambling place and
we got entirely lost in those Scottish hills.

Beaches in the Outer Hebrides are known for their white sand. This beach is on the Isle of Harris and shows
how the light in those northern spheres can create amazing colours of sea and sky.

Luck struck and a rainbow appeared whilst crossing the sea between Staffa and Mull. The water had become
choppy and the boat had the feeling of a fairground ride as I was thrown about and splashed at with water.

Staffa Island is one of the most famous places in Scotland with its basalt columns and Fingal’s Cave. It even gave
me a chance to experience seals with their newborn puppies. This magical visit was a dream come true for me.

